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NATIONAL ADVISORY COMMITTEE FOR AERONAUTICS 

TKOTICAL MEMORANDUM BO.  1135 

THE LOAD DISTRIBUTION IK BOLTED CR RIVETED JOINTS 

IN LIGHT-ALLOY STRUCTURES1 

By F. Vcgt 

SUMMARY 

This report contains a theoretical discussion of the lead distribu- 
tion in bolted or riveted Joints In light-alloy structures which is 
applicable not enly for loads below the limit of proportionality but also 
for leads above this lliiit. The theory is developed for double und sin- 
gle shear Joints. The methods given are illustrated by numerical exaas- 
ples and the values aas'Xtod for the belt (or rivet) stiffnesses are based 
partly on theory and partly on known experimental values. It is shown 
that the load distribution does not vary greatly with the bolt (or rivet) 
stiffnesses and that for design purposes it is usually eufficient to 
knew their order of magnitude. The theory EA.V also be direct!/ used for 
spct-^welded structures and, with pmall modification«, fcr sea.'.--vi=ld-d 
structures. The computational work involved In th? methods &.- icribsd is 
simple and may be completed in a reasonable time for moat practical prob- 
lems . 

A summary of earlier theoretical and experimental investigations on 
the subject is included in the report. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The distribution Of the loads on riveta in eteel structures has re- 
ceived euch attention during the last 30 years and a BUHDcry of refer- 
ences on this subject is given in section 2. It has beer, ebcvi ••(•at the 
lead distribution is not usually uniform, and this has been ex.-Jailed 
theoretically by considering the relative stiffneeues of the different 
parts of the structure. The actual stiffnesses have been calculated in 
this way from the observed nonuniforalties in the lead distribution. 

xReprint of Report N3. S.M.E. 3300, Oct. 
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The theoretical information available, however, ie only valid fcr 
leads cclow the limit of proportionality, and for aircraft structures the 
behavior abr>ve thie limit is of groat importance. This report ccnta'.ae a 
the^retlsal discussion of the lead distribution in bolted or riveted 
Jcinta •hat is acre complete, and particular attention is given to the 
case in which the loads exceed the limit of proportionality. 

Any theoretical treatment must be based en the knowledge cf the 
local displacement at a bolt (or a rivet) ae a function of the sheer load 
carrisd, and the load diotribution for any number cf bolts or rivpts may 
then be found mathematically. The basic problem is therefcie to determine 
the local displacement at a bolt, or the etiffr.es.? of the tolt, as a func- 
tion of the load. This displacement includes the bending and shear defor- 
matiens in the belt itself together with the iccal compression in the 
platen due to the bearing stresses. This displacement can to seme extent 
be «»tim-ited theoretically when the loads are below the limit cf propor- 
tionality, and thie la shown in 3-2. This is net possible for loads 
above this limit, and, as the experimental information at present avail- 
able is not sufficient, further teste are necessary. 

In this c-nneetion the difference in behavior of belts and hct or 
cold rivets, and of bf-ltc or riv«ts in single er deutle shear, is impor- 
tant. In hot riveting the plates are pressed together and the shear load 
up to a certain aiwunt ie carried by friction; when this fricticn fails 
tl-.j rivet carries th* »hear lead directly. In cold riveting in light- 
allry structures the pressure between the plates le comparatively much 
lees and ccnaeiuantly the lead carried by fricticn iß also loss. The 
pressure in bolted cctnectiena is entirely dependent on the tightening cf 
the nuts and caniiot be relied upon in aircraft structures because of the 
effects cf vibration. The diameter of the rivet is Increased during the 
process of riveting duo to compression and this is particularly the case 
in hot riveting. The rivets not only fill the hele drilled in the plate 
but may ev«n enlarg» it. In bolted connections the holes usually are 
drilled with a slightly larger diameter than the bolts, and when the 
shear load is increased above that taken by friction the plates will slip 
before the bolts can act again. This slip can be eliminated enly by us- 
ing bolts turned to a close fit. Owing to both these rpaeons hot rivets 
can be assumed to be stiffer than cold rivets of the same nominal dimen- 
sions, and they are both etiffer than bolts. CcmpariBCn between the 
series of testB available is difficult and, further, the value of tests 
on steel structures for the design cf light-alloy structures ie limited. 
It should be remembered also that even if rivets in single shÄar are de- 
signed i M? thft same bearirg and shear stresses aa fir rivers in double 
Fhear, th«y may behave very differently, and this is meat noticeable wh»n 
the plates are thin and flexible in cempariuen with tha rivets. In the 
ease of single sh«ar the plates will te tent locally, and the consequent 
tilting of the rivets may increase considerably the displacement between 
the plates. Because experimental data on these fundamental parts of the 
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NACATM Ho. 1133 

problem are partly lacking, the analysis developed, in this report is 
based on assumed rivet and bolt Btlffnesses that can be only partly 
checked either by theory or by available teBt results. 

2. SUMMARY OF REFERENCES TO EARLIER INVESTIGATIONS 

C. Satho in reference 1 based the theory of the load distribution 
on the principle of least work; it is developed for double sheur Joints by 
assuming known values of the rivet stiffnesses. The theory iB applicable 
only to leads below the limit of proportionality, and conBider&tlcn la 
given to Joints between tapered members. The rivet stiffneesee were cal- 
culated from tests made on Joints with a large number of rivets. 

Testa reported by J. Montgomery on pages 727 and 755 of reference 2 
were made on steel plates with single to quadruple riveted lap Joints 
that are ordinarily used in shipbuilding, that ia, rivets in single shear. 
A main purpose of these tests was to detenaine the load at which the fric— 
tior-al resistance due to compression between the plates fails and the ncn— 
uniformity of the load distribution in multiple row rivets was confirmed. 
The teste ßlven in the paper cannot, however, be used for on accurate de- 
termination of the stiffness of the rivets because this wculd involve 
complicated calculations. 

Strain tests on steel gusset plates are reported by T. Vyea (refer- 
ence 3) and indicate a nonuniform load distribution, but the teats cannot 
be used for the determination of the rivet stiffnesses. 

In reforence k by W. Plelnes tests on riveted steel connections are 
referred to, and the limit of proportionality can only to seme extent be 
Judged. Tests were made also on dural plates connected by a steel bolt 
in double shear to steel straps, and give valuable information on the 
limit of proportionality so far as bearing stresses on dural plates are 
concerned. The stiffness of dural bolts connecting dural plates cannot 
be found from these tests. 

A paper by E. Cassens (reference 5) contains a theory for the calcu- 
lation of the loads on rivets connecting a plate to a beam in bending. 
The theory is not adequate as essential features are omitted and the re- 
sults are partly misleading. A few tests on the stiffness of rivets in 
steel and dural structures are also referred to, but no details of plate 
dimensions or test methods are given. Although the author applies these 
test results to rivets in single shear it le net clear whether the tests 
were conducted on rivets in single or double shear. 

Steel Structures Research Ccrcmlttee Reports (reference 6) include 
theoretical investigatienB and also tests. In the first report (pp. 100- 
179), Batho gives an improvement of his thecretical treatment in reference 

• - 
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1 which ia valid bplow the limit of proportionality. TestB on Jclnte with 
a large number of rivets or bolts were made by Sarawl in connection with 
thie theoretical investigation. The load carried by friction in tho case 
cf orluf-d connections was me&eured aleo as a function of the torque on 
the ooltc. This last matter also is dealt with in the second report 
(pp. 13^-176). Cn pages 289-291 and also on prgfe 295 and i.96  of the 
final report the deformation at rivets and bolts due to shear forces is 
ccr.aii<>red. 

In these reports references are given also to other papers on this 
subject: 

C. Find*isen, Eertwig and Peternan, and Hc»ö-ard (references 7 t° 9)• 

Bleich, in his German textbook cn steel bridges also has published, 
In 19^, P. theory of the load distribution on rivet«. The references 
available indicate that only the almple problem of loads below the limit 
cf proportionality is considered. 

Reference IP by P. Volkerson gives a theoretical discussion of the 
lo»id distribution on rivets based on a "substitute system." with a contin- 
uous connection between plate and atrapn instead of connection at dis- 
crete points. Thie dees not appear to simplify the analysis and the 
method lr unruitabl« for tapered sections and for loads aoove the limit 
of proportionality. The extension of the theory to nonlinear deformations 
to incorrect nr.d gives misleading results. The direct measurements of the 
stiffness cf dural rivets constitute the main valus of hie werk and thene 
Lest eeries ar*> the only ones cf real value that ha.'e been published on 
this subject. The results of the different tests are discussed in 3-3. 

Little original work concerning the .lead distribution on rivets Is 
givon in reference 11 bj H. Portler, but la pwrt VH tl» Pleich and 
Volkarsoz. methods are given. In addition, some investigations are gi -en 
cn temperature stresses. 

3. BSHERAI THFORY OF EOUFLE SHEAR JOINTS 

3.1 Distribution of Loads below Limit of Proportionality 

A double shear Joint is shovn in figure 1(a), and In figure 1(b) the 
lcadf; carried by the different members of the Joint also are shown. 
Ass'jme the bcltpi to carry the shear leads Pj., P&, P3, P4. half cf 
which are carried at each side strap. 
oectior.3 of the plate are then .. 

The tension loads In the different 
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and these give the following equations, 

Ci Pi + £j Pi « ti (P - Pi) + c2 Pr 

C£ P;; + a2 (Pj. + Pa) » b2 (P - Px - P.-.
1 + cn P3 

c3 P3 + a3 (Pi + Pa + P3) = b3 (P - Px - Pa - P3) + c4 P4 

and so or-, if there are more than four bolts, 

(ax + t>x + ex) Px - c2 P.: • ti P 

(a-   i bs) Px H   (as + b2 + cs) P„ - c3 Pa - b2 P 

(a3 + fc3)(Px + Pj + (a3 + b3 + c3)P3 - o4 P4 = b3 P, and so forth 

Further, if there are n bolts 

P • Px + Pa + P«, + + *n 

and from these simple equations the leads Px, P?, and so forth, curried 
by the bclte are easily calculated once ti;e coefficients a, b, and c, 
which represent the relative etiffnessee of the parts of the Joint, ere 
toicwn. 

If the bolts are arranged in several rows normal to .the tensile load, 
each row containing a number of bolts, the calculations may be carried 
out as afco/o with the following modification. Let the number of ecltia in 
the ith rcw be m: and let Pj be the total load on all these bolts. 
The loi-d en euch bolt will then be Pi/mi. The terms CiP* in the equa- 

tions whiih rejresant the displacement at an individual bolt should then 
be replaced by CxPx/mi.; otherwise, the equations are Ur-aitered. 

Example 1 

AHUM the stiffness of all sections of the plates and straps to be 
the aszae  and take 60 = :/iEA, where A is the m«an effective section of 
the plate, ec that 

ax = ac = a„ = bg = b3 = 

** —   "  * - -'. 
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Assume further that the stiffness of all the bolts Is the sane: 

Cl s C2 * C3 • - • • * 0 

The equations are then 

(2 + c) Px = c Pa = P 

2PX + (2 + 0) P2 - c P3 = P 

2Pi + 2P^ + (2 + c) P3 = o P4 = P, and so forth 

and because of symmetry, 

?l " ?n>    Pg = Pn-17 ^3 • PK-SJ  and s^ forth 

vhich together With the relation 

P = Px + Ps + . . . + Pn 

gl/es the following results. 

Tor 3 bolts: Pj. = P3 = P(l + c)/(2 + 3c) and P- = P c/(2 + jc) 

Fcr k bolts: Pz  = P4 = P(2 + c)/(!» + 4c) and fs • P3 = P e/(* + 4c) 

for 5 bolts: Pj. = Ps «= P(2 + kc + oB)/(k *  10c • 5aS) 

Pa • P4 - P(c + c
2)/(4 + lCc + 5cs) 

and        Pa = P rs/i> + 10c + 5c2) 

P^r 6 bolt3: Pi = Pa = ?{k + 6c + c2)/(8 + l6c + 6c*) 

P2 = Pö = P(2c + c
2)/(8 + 16c + 6c2) 

and        P3 • P4 = P c
2/(8 + loc + 6c2) 

With, fcr instance, c = 2, these relations give: 

I 
. .- - *" ... - '  • **"" 
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FT 3 belts:    Px = P3 = 0.375 P    or   1.125 P/3 

Pa = 0.25 P 

Fcr i. Vlte:    Pi = P4 = 0.333 P   or   1.333 PA 

Pa = P3 = 0.167 P 

Fcr 5 belts:    Px - P3 .-= 0.319 P   or   1.595 P/5 

PH =» F4  = O.136 P 

P3 = 0.091 P 

Fcr 6 belte:    P,. * Ps  • 0.312 P   op 1.87 P/6 

P3 .-. Ps = 0.125 P 

P0 = P4  = O.C63 P 

Thl3 gives the well-known result,  that by uairg relatively stiff 
bolts  (whan   o    ie smell^ an increase in the nus^u? of V-ltn dees not re- 
duo« the load on the highest leaded ocl fcs very much, provided the loads 
are below thf; piopcrtlcrial limit.    B,y naing very flexible bcl+s  (wh-an    0 
iß lar;:«) the load distribution approxmatee to a uniform distribution: 

Pi -> P/H   as    0  -> * 

This  1B to s;mt> extent realized when all the 'belts undergo large non- 
linear dtjfcncaticiis while the plate and strapB still r;;ttain stiff.     (See 
3.7 and 3.8.) 

Bxanple 8 

A unlf :rm lead distribution can b« obtained also "by  tapering the sec— 
ticn of the plate and strape in proportion to the load to be carried by 
this deoirvi distribution. For instance, in the case of five bolts the 
relativ« stiffnesses cf the different sectionu should be chosen as follows: 

bi that ie section    A4 = Px 

ag • bg « lt/3 that is section A3 - E2 = 0,75 Bx 

a2 « b 3 = 2 that is section ks = B3 » 0.5 Bi 
»i • b4 = k       that io section   kx m B4 • 0.25 Bi 

-    •* 

... -. ...    - 
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ar.'i If    ci = c-s = C3  = C4  •» cs,    it la found that    Pj^   = Fa * P3  = 
ai-1 this result ie independent cf the value of   0. 

M«re generally, a uniform load distribution ip obtained if all bolt» 
have the ?HIEO stiffness and tho cross secticne of the piates ar9 ch;ren eo that 

Bj = Aj  (n - i)/i 

but it is hardly practicable, however,  to taper to this extent in a:aial constructions. 

If the taper ie chosen as follows, 

a* = bi = 1 that is section A4  • Fi 

03  » b2 •= 1.25 = 5/4 that is section A3 = B2 = 0.8 Bj. 

as- » b.3 = 1.667 • 5/3 that is section A2 = B3 = 0.6 Bt 

aj. = b4 = 2.5 = 5/2 that is section Ax = B4 = O.k Ba 

it is found that for   c = 2, 

ar.d 

Pi = Ps = 0.21*5 p 

Pg =• P4 = O.172* p 

p3 = 0.162 P 

instead of ".319 P/ O.136 P, and O.C91 P if there were nc taper. Similarly, for c • k, 

Pi = r« = 0.231 P 

Pa = P4 = 0.183 P and 

P3    = 0.172 P 

instead of 0.27!* P, 0.l6l P, and 0.129 P if there were no toper. 

With this degre» of tapering, the Maximum load on any bolt for c = 2 
is reduced from 1.555 to 1.225 times 0.2 P and for a = k    is reduced frcro 1.370 to 1.155 times 0.2 P. 

. 

...        .  • -.   .  - 
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In other words,  the» tap«r has considerably reduced tbo overload ca 
the cuter belts to nearly the m^an value 0.2 P. 

If the secticnB 1.0 - 0.8 - 0.6 - 0.1» are the maximum degree of taper 
that  -Hr. be ueed in order to maintain the necessary  Btrenßth of plat?«,  it 
1E to be questioned whether this ie the best p-'t!3ltlfi taper.    A detailed 
ir.T-jrt.'.gatton indicates that the best load distribution ie obtained by 
making the cross sootion of the plate as email as possible between the 
last two bclte and by tapering enly after the tsejend bolt.    For ir.Btanc*, 
with the taper 1.0 - 1.0 - 0.7 - 0.4 and  "o * h    the rlvst l=ada are 
0.22? P, O.iSl P, 0.180 P, 0.181 P, and 0.22° P.    The reduction of the 
ir.tKlrr.um rivet lead la only frca 0.231 P to 0.229 P, which ie negligible. 
But the stresses in the plates are reduced also by this shangr In the taper, 
ar.rl ev-.n if th«> effoot of this alteration ie of little importance,  it 1B 
at lenwt an improvement in the design of the structure.    The lead dlttri— 
"buticn fir the particular caBe of five belts is a'jovn in figure 2. 

3.2 Displacement at P.ivetB car Polts find Theoretical Analyeis far 

Lsads below the Limit of Proportionality 

Helow the limit of proportionality,  and assuming that no load is 
carried by friction,  the local deformation at the bolt and the hole can 
be approximately calculated in the two extreme catsed wh^n the diameter of 
the bolt la either vsry large or very small in con.parißJn with the thick- 
nesses    t    of tho plate and the straps. 

(l) Diameter vqry It'rge.— In this case 
then bo c.r.ly slightly bent.    The disTiVuti 
tin bolt can be aseujted to be fairly own, 
direst shear and bending deformation in the 
be calculated.    Let   fi   be the dieplaoemen 
Btrapy due to this part of the deformation, 
outily t'< taken as the difference between th 
line of tb". bolt for the thickness    tg   of 
Bate for the thickness    ti    of the straps, 
and 3(b).    The detailed calculation gives 

the ijit is v*ry stiff and will 
en of load al?:ng the axle of 
as ehjv.i in figure 3(b).    The 
bolt Itself can thon easily 

t l)etween thft plate and  tho 
Tfcic displacement can cbvi— 

* JL^ar. ordinate fur the elastic 
the piato minus thn mean ordi— 
as irdloated in figures 3(a) 

t\ = (P/E4)  (9ti3 + 15ti2 ts + 10t! t2
a + 2ta

3)/ll.78d3 

+ 0.3  (P/fcd)   (2tj. + t2)/d 

wher» the first term represents tho deformation due to tending and the 
B^r.ond term that due to nhear. 

i  
. 

m 
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V'ith tx • 0.5*a, this gives 

U 

I 0.6(t, fi = ;'P/E) < 0.g(ts/d) + fta/d) 

and with ti <= t2 

r 31 
fi - (P/E') 1 0.9Cts/d) + 3.0 Cta/a) r 

The tending cf the bolt introduces ncnunlf.rr.it;" of the l(;ad with a 
CT.crintratlon toward the common surface of the pint« and the straps, a.id 
thus reduces the bending of the holt. In addition, rivet heads and tight 
nute er. the holte will reduce the tending. The formula therefor« gives 
de^idodly too large a valU' for the displacement, due to tending If d is 
EKail and can bo only approximately correct for large values of d. 

The direct ccaprepfilcn due to bearing stresses in tho plate, the 
etrapp, and the belt must be added to this displacement due to bending 
of the bolt. 

Coker and Fllon (reference 12, p. 537) give the approximate stress 
distribution in an infinitely large plate with a leaded hole. The stress 
distribution includes a term prcporticnal to i/x where x   is the dis- 
tance fron the center of the hole and Integra tier, fr^m the edge of the 
hole tc infinitely large values of x   will therfi'^r« give infinitely 
large v>ilues of the displacement fs    faee fig. k(»)).    Cnly the local 
defcroaticn at the hole is required here and not the effejt of the Dtreeeps 
away frcm the hole. It ie therefore reapcnablt- to integrate only up to 
certain values of x, and it is found that 

for x •= d 1.0 
x = d 1.5 
X m  d 2.0 
x * d 3.0 

fs *  (P/fct) 

ff 
tp/Et; 
(P/Et) 
(P/iSt) 

0.362 
0.556" 
0.7*5 
0.967, and eo forth 

For larger values of x,  fa increases only very gradually, and, einse 
x = 3d takes into account more than the local strain, it is reasonable 
to take 

fa = 0.9 P/Et 

In the bolt itself there is a compression due to the tearing stresses 
which are approximately P/dt at the nurface and half of this value at 

1 • a fc»•^" 

- 
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the aide of the bolt.    The corresponding compression betveen the surfase 
«I.<1 the axis rf the bolt can be approximately taken as 

f3 = (l/E) (P/dt) (1.5/2) (d/2) - 0.375 P/Et 

The bearing stresses In the plate and the holt give approximately 

(P/St)  (0.9 + 0.375) - (P/Ei) 1.3 d/t 

Thor» is (,r.e suoh term for the middle plate (thickness t2) and cne fsr 
tha «/.raps (thickness ti), and thsta together give 

(P/Ed) 1.3 (4/atj. + d/t3) 

The displacement at the holt vhon the hole diameter is large is fi- 
nally given by 

. .o 

(P/Ed) f(d/tx, d/t2) 

vhtre f Je a functicn cf the relative dimensions, 

and for tx = 0.5 t2 

f    =1.3  (d/2ti + d/t2) + 0.6tE/d +  (t2/d) 

- 2.6 d/t2 + 0.6 t2/d + (ta/d)3 

and f co-    tt = t2 

f    = 1.95 d/ta + 0.9 t2/d + 3 (tg/d)3 

approximately. 

Thfse foiTnulas are enly valid for large valuf-3 of    d,    and then 
the first tern is the meet important, and thu others ars only of minor 
Importance. 

(2) X>iPjp.fvt»r J23T_^wll.— If the di.-yaeter of tho Trait Is v-ry SITA.11 
in oCBJpaiison vlth tSe tlii-jkriePB of tv.t. plats  the Ai.nplaffea.0r4b between the 
plate and th» straps con onlj   iopend on the defuRnatiou an tue bolt and the 
plates near thuir cosaon eurfaots. 

r— .. .. 

I 
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• 
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The idaal case is to sore extent represented, by tipr*—,it^ld'ng v?.er. 
th9 two surfaces are hcmegeneouely connected ov*»r an ar?« of iiaaster   d. 
For this case ths displacement may be found by means  of ten formulas fev 
stress ar.d strain In a esmi-infinite body leaded at th* surfe;-, ard  -\r 
Iradp distributed over rectangular areas the average diepliu-jtf'vt :.*f  h-»*n 
calculated (reference 13).    Substituting a square of aides    s    for a oirci0 

with disraeter   d « 1.26s,    both of which have the same area, It ie found, 
that fcr bolts in double shear 

8 » 2(0.5 P/Es)  0.91 » 1.03 P/Ed 

Kiis calculation gives too small a value for tho displacement in .-he 
case ot' bolt cr rivet connections bect-uae the bolts or rivets- aro r.ot 
welded to tho plate.    Cn the contrary, a Jcadir-g of the Joint must pre— 
due« oyening3 b=twäen the bolt and the plats. 

Another estimate ray be made as follows by asrumir.g that the Loit 
ie ecmpletely built in at distances greater than   gd,    g   being a certain 
parameter, fron the ccsanon surfaces cf the plate and thw straps.    The 
bolt is then in double ehear, as shown in figur*> 4(b), and 

5 « (P/Ed)  (3.7g + 6.8g ) 

and taking different values of g it is found that 

fcr g - 0.3 
R = O.k 
B *  0.5 
e * o.o 

5 :-. 1 3 P/Sd 
" m -I L 9i.Vd 
6 m 2 7  }-   Kd 
B = 3 7 P/B4 

Th« coefficients can be determir.«d only by teats,  axd provinicr.ally 
a value of    3    la atänum*d to be reasonable.    Much depends cn how elcKely 
the bolt fits the hole and if the hole is larger than the bolt tha dis- 
placement will obviously be greatly increased. 

(3) Ir.torpolfttlcn. By writing 

8 = (P/Ed) 

and plotting f as a function of the ratio d/ta for v-^ry lar?n and very 
small Vciluoe of this ratio, the values d f for medium valueo cf the rat'"> 
may be approximately obtained by interpolation ac shown in figure 5. 

.- 
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On dimensional grounds the displacement must be given by a formula 
of thin type, vhere f is a ncndimeneional functicn of the ratios be- 
tween the diameter and the thickneaeaa of the plate and the straps. The 
width of the plate also enters into this function, but if the width 1B 
lar<je in comparison with the diameter the effect of variations in the 
width is negligible. 

3.3 Comparison with Tests 

Volkerscn has measured the deformation for single dural rivets and 
gives diagrams for a coefficient n defined by the equation 8 = P/n 
ar.i by writing 

6 = (P/Bi)F 

where f is a function of the relative dimensions f = Ed/n 

With a valufl of E equal to 70C0 kilcgrems per square millimeter1 the 
following results are obtained from his diagrams: 

tl t2 d r. 
(inn) (mm) (ma) (kg /mm) f 

1 1 5 6,000 5.83 
1 l l+ 4,400 6.37 
1 l 3 3,000 7.CO 
1 l 2.6 2,400 7.59 
2 2 5 8,500 4.12 
2 2 4 5,900 4.75 
2 2 3 4,000 5.25 
3 n 5 11,200 3.12 
3 6 k 7,400 3.78 
3 6 3 4,4co 4.76 

a/tE 
The values of f arp shown in figure 6 as e function of the ratio 

The following results given by Cascerx also fire shewn in the same 
figure on the assumption that the testn were made on rivsts in double 
shear: 

d = 5 Km 
•i  --• 4 mm 
3 - 3 in» 

n = 100,000 kg/cm 
n = 50,000 kg/cm 
n =    46,000 k-^/cn 

1This corresponds to 10    psi. 
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No Information If given on the t*»st methods employed. VoUcwoon admits 
variations up to about 25 percent for tie Individual samples ff.TH the 
avrtrngH cf six, and, where so auch depends on the workmanship, thin is 
not unreaflinablt*. It Is obvli-ualy more serious that She teat results 
are net la agreement vith the dimensional law, which necessitates that all 
the pclnta should ha on a continuous lln» in figure 6. This was nnt In- 
vestigated, and it is stated that the deformations are proportional tc the 
leads up to 17 percent of the ultimate for d » 5t2 and up to kS parcrX 
of the ultimate for d • 0.7ts. A more detailed Investigation of Vo.llrersm'a 
results shows that the proportional limit corresponds either to bearing 
stresses up to 32 kg/am* or to shearing strepS3«s up to 13 kg/mm2. Only 
for vary large diameters d in comparison with the thlckn»sees t was 
the limit found to to at appreciably lower ütreeeap, and this cculd be 
expected because the buckling of such thin plates takes plac». In this 
connection it should be noted that Pleiner has observed permamant defor- 
mations due to bearing stresses above 12 to 15 kg/fern* in the plates. 
Since these deformatiens are not proportional to the loads, the limits 
given by Volkerscn therefore appear to be high. The deformations, however, 
are probably not greatly in excess of the limit cf proportionalitr. 

The disagreement with the dimensional law can be explained by gaps 
in the rivet holes or by a different type of nonlinear deformation. The 
most reasonable explanation, however, is the difference in the action of 
friction for large and small rivet diameters. Montgomery (reference 2) 
has pointed out in an article that, for steel rivats, "In fact, the whole 
series of experiments showed that th« adherence factor had not the Im- 
portance in the thicker plates which it had In the case of thinner material." 
This statement means that for constant thickness of the plates, hut vari- 
able diameter of the rivets, the frictlor.al resistance Is comparatively 
greater for large than for small rivet diameters. This Is in agreement 
with the Volkerson results and might explain the disagreement with the 
diaenaicnal law. 

If, now, comparisons ar« made with the results of the theoretical 
analysis given in 3.2, it can be seen that for a small rivet diameter there 
is fair agreement with the Volkersor. teste. Tor large diameters only did 
the twets glv» ccnsld«rably lees displacement than that given by the theory, 
thus indicating considerable frictlor.ai resistance. 

Since the main point here is to obtain a formula giving the correct 
order of magnitude, 

f - a(d/t2 + d/2ti) + b 

may be taken as an average where a = 
lines corresponding to ti «= tg and 

0.8 and b • 2.5, and the straight 
tx "  tg/2 are shewn in figure 6. 

trr* 
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By writing 

6 - Pf/Ed « cPB * CP I/EA 

the coefficient c = A f/Zd used In the general theory le obtained 

where 

A   cross eeotlcn of plate 

I        spaaing cf rivets or bolts 
and 
d       diameter of rivetB or holts 

Frciii the approximate formula given above for   f    It id found that 

o = (A/l) (OA/ti + 0.8/t2 + 2.5/d) 

The only otfc*r test series that can he used far the dotermination of 
the coefficiant    o    Is given hy Batho in hie original paper (reference l), 
and in th« Steel Structures Committe« Reports fcefsrence 6).  From, tests on 
l/2—inch to 7/3-lnch ete«l rivets spacad h lr.chei- apart and Joining 
3~ ty 3/8-inch plates with J- hy 5/l6-inch Straps, Batho found the empirical 
relation 

c - P/(lOs X 6-S/h)    (Batho used   S   for   c) 

whire 

P        total lead on the Joint, pounds 

and 

d        riv*t diar.eter,  inches 

The coefficient    c    le deduced from theory that is valid only talov 
the limit of proportionality and    c    should then defend only on the rela- 
tive dlneBSlona and not on the load.    The variation of   c    with the load 
may have beer, caused by frictlonal effects and by nonlinear defontations 
within the range of applied load. 

. 
Bathe's formula for   c    cannot be directly cempared with the formula 

based on the theory given above and tho Volkerson tests, because It in- 
volves   P   and no other dimnnsion apart from the rivet diameter.    Batho 

-    - • 
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has p-lntsd cut that the Indirect way of determining the coefficient   o 
dcee not give accurate results and the tests Indicate a valu* cf   a   which 
Is considerably lees than that to he Gxpected frcn the foregoing theory 
and the results of Volkerson.    Even at leads equal to one third of that 
at failure the value of   c    Is only on« fourth to one fifth cf thst to he 
expected, and far higher leads the experimental values cf   c    are Increas- 
ing very rapidly. 

The explanation may he that, for the lower loads, the entire ls&d is 
carried by friction and then the corresponding etlffnesß of the rivets Is 
very much increased. 

It is not, however, reasonable to base the design of light-alloy 
structures on these tests en hot riveted structures because thaee must 
involve considerably more friction than is to be expected with cold 
riv«te or bolts. 

The foraula based en the Volkerson tests is recommended for the de- 
sign of light-alloy structures until new tests have been made, 

3.^ Displacements above the Limit of Proportionality 

Mathematical analysis cannot give the displacement of rivets or bolts 
for leads above the limit of prqpci-tlrnality.    The only test eeriaa pub- 
lished, which gives general results for light-alloy rivets, apj*ar to bo 
of VolJcerson. 

Generally speaking, if the diameter Is large in caBrarisai with the 
thickness,  the Joint will fall due to bearing itTWMI after large dis- 
placements which are primarily due to deformaticn jf the plates.    V^ry 
thin plates will fail by buckling and, according to Plelns»,  this occurs 
If   d    io greater than   5t,    provided the plates are not purported by 
nuts or rivet heads. 

The following data have been taken from VolkerBon's work and are 
shown in figures 7(a), 7(h), 7(c), and 7(d).    The tests refer to dural 
rivets with dimensions given In 3.3. 

Let 

Pi represent limit of proportionality for the rivet, from which the 
corresponding bearing and shear stresses are calculated 

ultimate lead at failure frcm which the corresponding bearing and 
shear stresses are calculated 

Ss, ultimate displacement at failure 

— 
•-- - • 
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S   value of the ordlnata at the load axle for the tangent to thf upp*r 
part of the displacement curve.  (See fig. 7(a)«) 

The t*arir.g ar.d SIIPM: stresses for tfc-5 loids Pi and P2 are plotted 
aa functions of the ratio d/t2 and thoee corresponding to the load S 
axe also plotted In the same vay. It le found that on an average 
S = 0.-32 P2 with variations frcm 0.86 to O.76 end In one exception to 0.71. 
Failure for d greater than 3tE seems to to due to bearing stresses with 
a maximum -value of 1U0 kilograms per square millimeter and for smaller di- 
air-ettrr la due to shear stresses with an average value st  atcut 29 kilograms 
per square millimeter. 

For d • 3ta the limit of proportionality eeesa to he at hearing 
streets of about 32 kilograms per square millimeter, and decreases hoth 
for largar and smaller diameters as shown in figure 7(b). For very small 
diameters the limit of proportionality corresponds to shear stresses of 
about 13 kilograms par square millimeter. 

The dlHpl&cement at the limit of proportionality can he found frcm 

oj. = (Pj./Ed)f 

where f is the quantity discussed in 3.2 and 3.3. 

Let the displacement at failure he 

(P2/Ed)f2 

where f2 is a similar function cf the relative dime«!ions. The quanti+y 
fa has teen calculated from the given test results and is shown in figure 
7(d) as a function of the ratio d/t2. The experimental points in this 
figure very nearly lie on a emooth curve, and thers* is actually tetter 
agreement than for f telow the limit of proportionality. If V^   and 
fa   are known,the ultimate displacement 62 can now te found for auj 
else of rivet. 

In this way the displacement in the high region and the low region 
is obtained as a function cf the load, and it is only necessary to Join 
the corresponding two straight lines ty a smooth curve. It Is not nec- 
essary to determine more points on this curve directly frcm YolkerBon^s 
tests tecauBe It is more Important to know their order of magnitude than 
their accurate values. The curve shown in figure 7(a) is for the case 
where d = t2. The nonlinear part of the displacement le found to te 
cemparatively much greater for larger diameters. 

. - 
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The continuous curve representing the displacement la perhaps a little 
misleading, and fcr most practical purpoaeB the displacement la more ade- 
quately represented by a discontinuous (or dotted) curve. 

3.5 Test Methode 

Volkerscn made the plate continuous vith the side straps attached to 
It ae shovn In figure 8 and mearurpd the extension betvoen the- points AB 
and Cj.. A correction vas then made for the normal oxtensicn in the plate 
(Ag - Ba) and the straps (Bx - Cx).    Pieinea unasured the extension be- 
tween the points Dx and Da without any correction. At fir^t sight it 
would appear reasonable to measure the displacement between points Ei an«? 
Ba to obtain the local "holt + hole defer»» tic-n" directly. This, htwevar, 
would necessitate a correction in the original equations aa follows. 

The elongation of the straps between Bx and Bj.  (see fig. 3) we.a 
previously denoted by 

«•2 — b2 ^2 ^o 

The total tensile force In the strap for the length Bj. to Aj. is, how- 
ever, equal to 

Ri - Ba + B2 

and the correction expression for the elongation should therefore be 

\s  = '^(ba B2 + bai PP) 

and similarly for the length of plate Bg1 to Cs1    the load Pa entere 
Into the expression for the elongation, 

*-2 = 6.(a2 Qs + a2
X P3) 

where the coefficients ag1 and b2
x take account of the additional 

elongation in the length when the direct pressure on the hole gives tension 
In the plates at both sides of the hole. 

With the bolt + hole deformation measured between the points Bx and 
B2 Included In o2, 

82 * 02 P2 80, and so forth 
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But 
*s + ^ä

1
 « X2 + &3 

and using thir relation 

Oa1 P2 + a2 Q2 + a2
X P3 « 1>S E2 + b^ F2 + c3   P3 

which icny also be obtained from the original equation 

c2 Pa + a2 (Pi + Pa) » bs (P - Px - P2) + c3 P3 

•by writing 

e2 =• c2
x — fcs1 

03 = C3   — a2 

These corrected coefficients    c   may fee found directly by determining 
the extor.Bl>.n between the polnte   Aj.   and   C2   en the test specimen since 
the oonMotioB is mad« by a single bolt.    These points ohculd be situated 
sufficiently far from the bolt for no appreciable strain tc occur beyond 
the point*,    liagrnal gaging should be avcidea, and to reddle the nuriber 
of gages a "bridge" nay be built up between the two straps as shewn In 
figure 10.   Per testing one bolt/ two gegoe — one on each side — are then 
nofcded. ' 

3.6 reformation of Plate and Straps 

If the effect of the hele be disregarded 

P.I/EA 

where A Is the crotss section and Z la the distance between the bolts 
as shewn in figure 11. So far as is fcuewn, no direct testa en the addi- 
tional elongation due to the hole are available in published w?rk. If 
the diameter (d) of the hole Is not too large in comparison with the 
width (h) of the plate, an estimate may, however, be made in the follow- 
ing way. A rectangular hole of area d x nd is substituted for the cir- 
cular hole and the extension is calculated en the basis that the stress is 
uniformly distributed both at the complete section and at the reduced sec- 
tion. This gives 

• - - . 
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X = BZ/EA1 

where the average effective section 1B 

A1 - A/ 4  1 + nd2/l (h - d) J- 

A comparison with the stress distribution giv*r. by Ok=r and Filon (rsfer- 
er.c* 12, p. 1*89)  indicates a value cf the coefficient   n   er-il t? 2.5 to 3. 
Their testa were made an plater? with opau u lee end,  if -the holea  tnre 
filled by boltp, the etress distribution would b? more uniform and   n 
crrrespcndingly reduced.    Posn'biy    n    eqrtal to    ?..5    to    S    would giva a 
r«sult that IF mcr«i nearly ccrsot.    If ttas iiolee are very elccaly iotced, 
the effective secticn Is probably not appreciably different from the mini- 
oun eectior.   t(h - d). 

3.7 Modifications In the Theory for Load Distribution for Leads 

above the Clmit of Proportionality 

Atovo the limit of proportionality the eguaticr.R that determine the 
load diatributicn are nc longer jJntp- and, although an exact solution 
may bj forE:\Uy obtained by trotting   5   as a nonliaaar funoticn of   P, 
the ccnputavUv-ial week vruid then be  very severe,    'ilie wsuite »ay, how- 
ever, be. ohtaioad to any required dngrs« cf &3ourar,y la the i'cllrwirg 
simplr, way, pr"vid*& the lead—jxtereion curve ie irr.cwr..    Aosu&e that tho 
load en the    1       bolt is   Pj    sM'tbsa near ttis valu<* 

°i = kl (Pi - Sj) 5n 

where the moaning cf the constants    kj   and   Sj   may be seen from figure 
12.    The quii.tity   k    is proportional to the reciprocal cf the tangsnt 
modulus ir. the arae way that    c    is ve "'P-rxional to the rsotj^rooaJL of 
the mcdalus of elasticlty   (>:)   at lov lajue.    On tha asruEiytica tiüt 
nonlir.ear dei'crmattcnp occur only lu tale bolt« and at tfcf  frt'.os and not 
in the sections cf the plates between the holes, the equations 

8i + Xi1 = Xi + 6i+1 

L 
.   •». 
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then give 

ki (Pj - Si) + ai (P2 + Pa + Pi) = bi (P - Px - Pr - .  .  . - Pi) + 

ki+i Ö?i+i ~ Sj+i) 

that is, 

(«x + bi + ka) Pi - k2 P2 = bi P + (ki Sx - ks Se) 

(as + bg)Pi + (ae + bs + ka)Pg ~ k3P3 = h2P + (ksf?g-k3S3) and BO forth 

Thnue equations differ from those that are ccrreet only below the limit 
of proportionality in the presence of terma of the •typ»   kjSj. — k232   and 
In that   k   r.rw replaces   c.    In crdor to determine the valuer of   8    and 
k,    the bolt loads may be aesumed to be In the ne.lghbcr.'.ood of the average 
lead   P/n,    and in most cases recourse to a second approximation will net 
be necessity.    The corresponding value of   k   for all the bolts may then 
be obtained from the load-extensicn curve.    The terms    (kiSi~ki+jSi+1) 
are then zero and the equations are identical with the original ones, ex- 
cept that   k   now replaces   c. 

When all the b~lt loads havo been determined in this way, mere «sou— 
rate values ma;- bo found by substituting the corresponding valuos of   S 
and   k   for eft'jh bolt into the complete aquations given above.    The l^ad 
die tributicr. may bo fiund to any required degree of accuracy by the repe- 
tition of this precise. 

It eppenre from tfca Vjlke-rsrn tests tket at half the ultimate load 
th* value of   k   io about five times that "f   c    in the ptrticular case 
of thick bjlte, +hat in, at relatively large values of   d/t.    If, for 
examplt),    a = b = 1   and   c = 2   at low loads, a valu*» of   k = 10   may 
be assumed to be ccrroct for leads at half the ultimate.   For five bolts 
c = 2   gives 

and 

Px = PB = 0.319 P 

P2 = P4 = 0.136 P 

P. - O.0S1 P 

while   k • 10   gives as a first approximation 

'.—. '.   * rr_•*- v«w      ••        -    - * 
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Pi -Ps « 0.235 p 

Pa 

-?4 * 0.182 P 

* 0.166 P and 

The value of k Increases very rapidly In the neighborhood of the 
ultimate load and then, according to Volkereon'e tests, a value of 
k » 50 (or more) Is not unreasonable for a value of c = 2. .:1th k = 50 
It le found that 

P» - H • 0-208 P 

P8 - ?« - 0'196 P 

and Ps    - 0.192 P 

These results show the extent to which the loads are morn uniformly 
distributed when there are deformations beyond the proportional limit. 
The design of a Jclr.t should not, however, be based on these equalized 
loads because the actual behavior of each individual bolt (or rivet) is 
likely to be Irregular near the ultimate load. It 1B safer to base the 
design on values of k corresponding to medium loads. 

3.8 Symmetrical Joints 

When there is symmetry, it Is convenient tu number the bolts from the 
axis of symmetry and, for example, in a Joint with 8 bolts the numbering 
is then 

k    (end), 3,2,1,1,2,3> (end) 

If all the sections of the plats and straps are the same 

d • cs = . . . - c 

The total number of bolts le assumed to be 2n, and the equations valid 
up to the limit of proportionality are 

— « 
— -*. ,.-. . • -•. 
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Pi =Px 

Ps = Pi + (2/e) Px 

P3 - P2 + (2/c) (Pi + Pg) 

P4 • P3 + (2/c) (Pa + P2 + Pa),    and so forth 

and   Pj   may be found from the equation 

2(Pi + Ps + .   .  . + Pn) = P 

after expressing Pj in taraa of P1( The bolt lends tor Joints vith a 
large number of bolte are shown in figure Ik for values of o equal to 
5, 10, 20, and kO. 

If, new, a certain number of the bolts - say from (i + 1) - carry 
loads above the limit of proportionality while these up to i cany 
loads he.lcw this limit, an approximate solution may he found as follows. 

Assume the displacement below the limit of proportionality to be 

8i = c Pi80 

and for all loads above to be 

where lc and S are constants. 

The continuous lead-sxtenoion curve is t.hua replaced by two straight 
lir.es as shown in figure 13. The assumed limit of proportionality is at 
the lead S0 = Sk/ (k - c), and by a proper choice of the second line 
this value will be greater than .Pi. On the other hand, however, the 
value of k BO determined will be much smaller than that corresponding 
to loads near the ultimate. 

. •   . 
If the i*" bolt carries a load that is Just equal to S0, the dis- 

placement at this bolt may be expressed by either of the preceding for- 
mulae. The equations for the first i bolts are then 

-. • 

V 
liruv £v~ 
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Pi - Pi-i + (2/e) (Pi + Pa • .  .  . Fl-i) 

a* before, and for the succeeding bolts are * 

Pl+i - Pi + (2A)  (Pi + Pa + •  •   . Pi) 

Pl+a • Pl+i + (2/k) (PI + Ps + .  .  . Pl-i),    and eo forth 

As an ewunple, a aynm»trical Joint vlth 12 holte may he considered 
and the results for   c • 5   and   k = 20   are given below. 

(1)   P« = 80: 

Pi 

Pa » Pi + 0.4 Pi 

P3 «= Pa + 0.4 (Px + Pa) 

- 1.0000 Px = 0.0684 S0 

= 1.4000 Px » 0.0957 S0 

x 2.3600 Px - 0.1613 S0 

P4 = P3 + 0.4 (Px + . . . + P3) * 4.8640 Pj = 0.2914 S0 

P5 = P4 + 0.4 (Px + . . . + p4) = 7.8736 Pi = 0.5380 Se 

Fa - P5 + 0.4 (Px + .  .  . + Pg) =14.6326 Px » 1.0000 S0 

0.5 P * Pi + Pa + .  .   . + P6 

(2)   Ps - S0: 

*i 

Pa ä similar expressions 

Ps x      to those above 

P« 

P5 

P6   " P5   +   M   (Pi   +   •    -    . 

0.5 P • Pi + PB + .  . . + Pa 

=» 3L5302 Px - 2.1548 s0 

* 1.0000 Px = 0.1270 Se 

* 1.4000 pj = 0.1778 S0 

* 2.3600 Px = 0.2997 S0 

- 4.2640 Px • 0.5415 S0 

- 7.8736 Pi - 1.0C00 S0 

+ Ps)» 9.5634 Pi » 1.2146 S0 

3.3606 Sc 
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(3)    P« S0» 

pa a stellar expressions 

p    =      to these above 

P5 

0.5 p = Px + p2 + .  .  . + P, 

= P4 + 0.1 (Pi + . 

a « P5 + 0.1  (Px +  . 

- 1.0C00 Px = 0.23U5 
so 

- 1.4000 Px - 0.3283 S0 

= 2.36CO Pi = 0.5535 s0 

= 4.S640 Px = 1.0000 30 

+ P4) = 5.1664 Pi = 1.2116 s0 

+ Ps) * 6.585^ Pi - 1.5W» s0 

4.8723 8^ 

Similar results may be obtained for P3, Pp, and Pi equal to S0 

thus giving the leads carried by the belts at various applied loads as 
»hcvn in figure 15(a). For intermediate values the lepis carried ty the 
bolts may be found simply by linear interpclaticn. The belt loads are 
also shown In figure 15(h) as functicnp of the total lead for this par- 
ticular case. 

The example shove that in a Joint with many 'jolts the lead distribu- 
tion is far from being uniform even when the» deformatiens are nonlinear. 

The time taken to complete the calculations and the drawings was lj 
hours, which clearly shows that an analysis of this kind can be made in 
a reasonable time. 

3.9 Reinforcing of Main Plate by Side Plates 

If the main plate is reinforced by side plates, as ehovn in figure 
16(a), those will to demo extent behave as straps in the usual way, but 
the deformation at the main bolt will be slightly altered. The leads 
carried by the belts are denoted by 

Pi» Ps» P3» on4 BO fcrth 

the leads in the sections of the middle plate by 

Qi • Pi» Qs = Pi + P2» Qa • Pi • Ps + P3> *ad so forth 
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and the loads In the sections of the two side plates taken together by 

Bj, - P - Qi, Ba » P - Qa( Bs « P - Qs, and so forth 

ae shown in figure 16(b). The displacement at the first bolt was rrevl- 
oualy denoted by CxPxSo and, because» the aide plates, an additional 
tern that is proportional to P, muet now be introduced. (See fig. 16(c).) 

This additional term consists of two parts, one of which is Ave to 
tending of the holt and the other due to the compression ariping t'rrm 
the •bearing stresses on the side plates. The first giver a displacement 
in the same direction as t\,    and the second glveF a displacement In the 
opposite direction because the side plates slip back relatlvel;- to the 
middle plate. The main bolt will usually be strong in comparison with 
the plates and ehe diBplacementF dvie to bending will therefore be email 
in comparison with thoee due to hearing. The total displacement dua to 
Pi will therefore be negative and hence 

A» » (ciPi - gP)60 

where g is a positive constant. The equation 

ri  + Xi1 Xi + 8= 

now gives 

(a,. + bi + cj.) Px - o8 Pj . (hi + g) P 

while the other equations are as before 

(aa + bj>) Pj, + (as + ba + ca) Ps - cgPa * ba P 

(a3 + h3) (?! + ps) + (ag + b3 + c3) P3 - C4P4 » b3 P, and so forth 

A more detailed discussion of the constant g is given below. 

Assume, for exaaple, that there are one bolt and three rivets, as 
in figure 16(a), and that 

ai * a2 = a3 = hi + ba + b3 » 1 

Ol = 1.5,  C3 » C3 - C4 • 3 

g - 0.8 

I 
11,1  • ,«,1 • * 

*—\ '- 

r-~ •. •-*•--^L:* .-•,.-    -  _,— ~ 

. ..     • 
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which give 

3.5 Pi - 3 P.? = 1.8 P 

8 Pi + 5 Ps - 3 P3 = P 

2 Pi + 2 Ps + 5 Pa - 3 P4 = P 

Pi + Pa + P3 + P4  = P 

Pi - 0-557 P 

P2 = 0.050 P 

Pa « 0.121 P 

E*  - 0.272 P 

In other words, not quite half the load   - Pi + P2 + p3 = 0.4U3 P -    la 
transferred ty the rivets to the side plates and from these to the main 
holt.    In addition,  the hearing stresnes acting on ti.e middle plate are 
reduced to 55.7 percent of those found when there ware no side plates. 
If the term   gP80    is neglected,  the loads are found to he 

Pi = C.U03 P 

Ps • 0.137 P 

P3 - 0.164 P 

P4 - 0.296 P 

As explained,  the ccefficient   g   may he written in the frrm 

C 61 - e11 

where g1 represents the compression due to the hearing stresses and gH 
represents the hending of the holt. The deformation due to tha hearing 
stresses has already heen discussed and 

•-- 

:     - " 

• •• •• . V — -- —    — -   — 
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that in, 

8xP»o = B^ri/EA - (P/Ed) 1.3 (d/2tx) 

g1 = 0.65  (A/Ztx) 

The bending of the holt Is due to a handing moment the value of which la 
approximately 

(P/S)  (e - tx - t2)/2 

and from this hy calculating the relative displacement betwnen the centers 
of the elde plates and the middle plate it is found that 

g11 P8 - g11 P(I/EA) - (2/3) (P/Ed1
4)(B-t1-ta)(3ti

3+6t1t2+2t3
2) 

that is, 

gxl « 0.43(A/dxZ)(ta/Mi)
a(e/ta - 1 - ti/ta) { 1 + 3(ti/ta) + i.5(Wta)

zj- 

If the main bolt is made of steel and the plates of dural, the abovA 
constants 0.65 and 0.^3 In g1 and g" should be replaced by 0.52 
and OAh,  respectively. It can be seen frcm these expressions for g1 

and gii tiiat the latter is small in comparison with the former if the 
diameter dj. of the first bolt is largo in comparison with the thinknosses 
of the plates, vhlch is usually the case in practice. 

For the slightly different system depicted in figure 17, all the equa- 
tions remain the same as before except that now Pi + Pa + Pa + P4 = 0 
instead of P. With the same dimensions as above It Is found that 

Pi -  0.1*62 P 

P2 «= - 0.C61 P 

P3 - - 0.127 P 

P4 ~ - 0.271» P 

In other words, not quite half the>lead is transferred by the three rivets 
to the middle plate and from this to the main bolt. The bearing stresses 
are correspondingly reduced to 53-8 percent of those found when no middle 
plate is added for the strengthening cf the luge. 

- -* 

•— • « •  _'"*"" -•  •— —- * 
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h.  CEtOLE EESAR JCIHT3 

It h«s already been pointed out that in single shear there io local 
•bending in the plates, and the consequent tilting of the rivets increeaee 
the displacement for a given load. Even if tho rivets are designed for 
the name bearing and shaar stresse3 as for rivota in deutle sh^ar, • the 
displacements must b6 expected to be larger. If this additional displace- 
ment did not occur, the results already found for double shear would be 
dir«otly applicable to single shear, and by writing the displacement fcr 
loads bölow the limit of proportionality as 

it would bo found that 

6 «= CP80 = cP (X/EA) 

c - (A/l) (1.6/t + 5/4) 

for two platwe of the rnme thickness riveted together. The ectual dis- 
placement io probably larger and this will be meat noticeable for large 
diameters when the tilting of the rivets iB cf greate-et importance. 

A theoretical analysis of th« load distribution on the rivets is 
givon bel'jw and the value of c is assumed to be known. This analysis 
is vary much complicated by thebending of the Joint as a whole, and the 
results may be suwnarizji as follows: 

1. The lead distribution on the rivets is dependent on the total load 
even below the proportional limit (instead of being independent, 
ae for double shear Joints) 

2. Ecr the same value of c the load distribution at email loads 
bhews even greater nonuniformity than that for double shear 
Joints 

3. The load distribution becomes more uniform as Vtm  leads are in- 
creased and in acme caa»s is better than that for double Bhear 
Joints even below the limit of proportionality 

U. At higher loads the load distribution approximates to that for 
doublA shear Joints, provided the elastic limit or the ulti- 
mate strength has not already been reached 

. • . 

•  • ' 
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5. The results for double shear Joints are therefore recyxmoiAoA for 
use in design beceuse only the load distribution at the highest 
allowable loads are of interest, and this will usually be a 
safe approximation. 

As a preliminary to the detailed analysis the bend'ng of a single 
plate outside the Joint as shown in figure 18 is first considers 1. The 
differential equation for the elastic line is 

yn - PrAi 

where P is the offset tensile load and 
stiffness. This gives the solution 

El is the appropriate bending 

y » g exp (- Ox/l) 

where g is the offset of the elastic line at y = 0 and 9    is a non- 
dimensional quintity equal to Z(P/EI)C e>r (Z/t) (12 f/E) • in terms of 
the average axial streee f = P/A in the plate. The slope of the elastic 
line at x -  0 Is 

(g/»>0 

Wow consider a symmetrical Joint between two plates of the same thick- 
ness t end with 2n rivets, the rivets being numbered fr.-m the axle of 
symmetry as shown in figure 19(a). Initially the platoe are flat, and 
under tho tnnelle load P they bend as shown in figure 19(b). At the 
axis of symmetry the central line of nach plate la offset a distance J.5t 
from the lead axis. If the bending In the Joint could be neglected, and 
the slope be kept as at the ends, 

0.5t - g + a(n - 0.5)1 

approximately, and this gives 

= t/ j2 + (2n - l)o| 

= (t/z)e/ fa • (2a - i)e} 

.* •« 

. 

- 
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Those formulae give an approximate indication of hew the slop« varies 
with the loe.d, it being remembered that 8    is a funsticn of the load.  In 
cor.de".uer.c9 the mement arms will alec depend on the load, and th^ load dis- 
tribution en the rivets is then dependent on the load even at loads helov 
the limit of proportionality. The load distribution is, however, greatly 
influenced by being inside the Joint, and these approximate formulae have 
merely been given to fix ideas. 

The relation between a and g at the outer rivet is needed for a 
more exact solution of the problem. Consider a Beotion originally of 
length I,    between the  (i - l)th and the 1th rivets in the left-hand 
side of the axis of symmetry BE shewn in figure 20. The tensile load car- 
ried by thn plates is denoted by Q^ and E^, and the rivet loads at the 

ends of the Bection by Pi-i and Pj. Then frrm synmetr;- 

and 

where 

Qj + RJL = P 

Qi • Hi • p/2 

El = P/2 - Ni-i 

*n = pa 

Ni = Pi + P2 + Pi 

The offset loading cauo«s the plates to bend,  and  the plane ends of the 
section are at an angle    0j    to one another.    Comparison between the ex- 
tensions at the common surfaces of the plates then gives 

that is, 
Ril/EA - tjJi/2 + 6i = Qil/EA + t^i/2 + 6j_i 

h* (*•/*) {Bi - *i-i + (Ri - Qi) */«4 

= (l/EAt) |c(Pi - Pi-i) - 2 NJ-J.} 

or 

(t97l2 Pi) -Jc(Pi - Pt-i) - 2 Mi-ij 

In order to produce this degree of bending, each plate must be sub- 
ject to a bending moment of amount   EI^./l. 
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Simple relations nay now be found betwaen the quantities yj If 

there la an even number of rivets yi = 0, and this merely confirmc that 
the rivete on oaoh aide of the axis of symmetry carry the same load. Fran 
figure £1(1.) it iu clear that the following recurrence relation holds be- 
tvt»«:i the y*. values, 

yi+i - 2 yi + yi-x - ifa,   i « 2, 3, . . . (n - D 

ar.4 at the endB of the Joint (see fig. 21(c)), 

and 

yn - a - t/2 + la/2 - g(l + 9/2) - t/2 

yn-i «• yn + (a + Ai)l - ß (1 + 36/2) - t/2 + ifa 

Ti.o oxpitmeicn for yt and f±   previously found itay new be substituted 

into thosj equations ta give n relations between the n rivet leads 
and th«! ordlnate g. 

In addition 

2 (Px + Pa + . . . + ?n) • * 

and theoo equations taten all together suffice to determine the rivet 
loads Pj. and the ordlnate g. 

In general, the solution o** the equations is rather involved and 
as an illustration the ccuqparatively simple case of n • 2 (i.e., U rivets) 
Is oonsidared In detail. The equations are 

and 

ya - 8 (1 + 8/2) - t/2 

y-i « 0 - e 0. + 39/2) - t/2 + 1^2 

2Pi + 2Pa « P 

*   •   > 
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er 

5(1 + e/2) > t/2 + (t/6P) I c(l - e2 /l2)(Ps - px) - 2(V-9*A2)Pij 

g(l * 3Ö/2) - t/2 - (t/6P)(92/2) I c(Pa - Pi) - 2Pi } 

2Pi + 2P2 = P 

These equations give 

Pa/Pi - 1 + [8 + ez(io + 3»)/lfij Ä*\i + 3*/2 + es (10+30 )/24 j- + 60 J 

and. "by talcing c = k,    the following numerical results for various values 
of 0   ma/ he obtained: 

0 Pi/P Ps/P 

0.0 0.125 0.375 
.5 .179 .321 

1.0 .200 .300 
1.5 .209 .291 
2.0 .213 .237 
2.5 .215 .285 
3.0 .215 .285 
3.5 .215 .265 

?cr very large values of 0 

and. again this gives 

as for double strap Joints. 

Pa = Pi (1 + 2/o) 

Pi = 0.2 P 

P2 - 0.3 P 

'. » . .•* 

- •    '• * -   - 
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The colutien for very hi^h values of   8 
ter«sBt h*rnu3e it corresponds to high leads. 
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is of little practical in- 
Now 

f - E92 tB/l21a 

and by taking    0=2   and    I « 10t    it is found that   f - E/300.    Str«espp 
in «xseno of thin value will result in nonlinear deformations, and the» 
formula will n« longer he valid unlens the rivet pitch 1B inorenaei.    The 
variation in the load on the outer rivet is shown d'.agriwsr.atically in fl3- 
viro 22 T. thf- hasis that the leads are within the elastic limit.    Tl> ac- 
tual r.ufflrrical resultö will, of course,  vary fc'th with the numbor «f rivets 
and with tin value of   c    fcr the particular Joint in question. 

When th»ro ere several rows of rivets Joining the two plates together, 
it ip r.oc»osary only t". modify the ahove f snulAS hy ttifclng   A    to h« the 
ar<;a crrr« spending to one lino cf rivets. 

The above tahle shows that with k rivets and   c » U    th« load dia- 
trihution en th« rivets is thö same fcr single and dcubl« ohoar Joints 
if    6 = 1.    In general th» load distribution fcr single and double »hoar 
Joints with •* rivets is the BMLB if 

q. • 2c/(U + c) 

and fer larger values of    q   the load distrihutien is better fe* oingl» 
th*n for double shear Joints. 

The equations as given above are for Joints with an even number 
of rivetB    (2n)    and for an odd number of rivets    (2n + 1)    they should 
bo modified as follows.    The central rivet is designated hy the suffix 
o    and the> other rivets are designated ao before.    The total lead lo tow 

inntead of 

and 

inetoad of 

P - P   + 2 (Pj. + Pj> + . 

P - 2 (Pi + P2 +  .   . 

Ni - P0/2 + Px + P2 + 

V 

*n> 

N, Pi + P8 + .   . 

..        -» • « 

-. 
-. .   • 
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At th« axis of syinwtry yi «= - yo instead of yi •» 0. All other 
prTjyfii  equations, hovovwr, remain unaltered. For example, in a Joint 
with only three rivete the equations are 

P = P0 + 2 Pi 

yx = (t0e/l2 P)   |c(Px - P0) - P0 I 

7l = (t/6 P)   |c(l - 0S/l2)(Pi " Po) - ft - 92A?) to} 

jri - g (1 + e/2) .- t/2 

and 
y0 = " 7i = S (1 + 3Ö/2) - t/2 + dj. 

which give 

Pl/P0 - 1 j 8 - e + (4+e) e2/i2 ] /;c 2(i+e) + (k+o) os/is \ + 6e 1 

and hy taking o = 4 the following numerical results for various values 
of ö nay be obtained: 

ö P„/P Pi/F 

0.0 0.200 0.400 
.5 .250 .375 

1.0 .276 .362 
1.5 .290 .355 
2.0 .298 .351 
3.0 .304 .348 
4.0 .1^6 .347 
5.0 .304 .348 

10.0 .296 -352 

The single shear Joint with three rivets has the same load dis- 
tribution as the double shear Joint; that is, Px/F = 1 + l/c if 
q « 2c/(2 + c), and for larger values of q the single shear Joint 
has a better load distribution than the double shear Joint, and in 
particular for q = 4/3 and c = 4 the load distribution 

s  • ' 

 :-  ,—, 
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P0/P » 0.286 

Pi/P - 0.357 

Is obtained bJth for single and double ehnar Joints, ar.d the distribution 
in single shear Joint? Is slightly improved for larger values Jf   0. 

When there are several rows of rivets it is r.»eessary only to make 
the same modification that has already been mentioned for an ever, number 
Of rivets. 

COMCLU3ICH5 

Further erperlicontal data on the load distribution in bolted or 
riveted Joints in light-alley structures are needed to check tht.- theory 
levelcpod in thid r-'prrt and also to provide design data en bolt and 
rivet stiffnesses.    The experimental data at present known are primarily 
due to Volkerson and these are not sufficient.    Th* numerical examples 
given show that the load distribution does not .-ary greatly with the 
bolt for rivet) stiffnesses and that for design purposes it is usually 
suJXicisr.t to knew their order of magnitude.    The theory may also be 
directly uced for spot-welded structures and, with small modifications, 
for seam-walded structures. 

The computational work involved in the methods described is simple 
and may be completed in a reasonable time for moet practical problems. 
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